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The Objective: Improve and automate GC/MS search and compound ID

GC/MS library search is a mainstay application for the identification, confirmation and quantitation of known and unknown compounds. In spite of its huge popularity, library search results are sometimes ambiguous and in some instances can fail to produce any useful results. This is due to a number of reasons including unresolved chromatographic peaks (mixtures), column bleed and background interferences, or simply the absence of the target compound in the library. While there are manual methods to work around some of these limitations, they tend to require a high degree of user expertise and can be tedious and time consuming.

Recent advances in MS calibration technology (TrueCal™) have demonstrated that commercial single quad GC/MS systems are capable of accurate mass measurements to ±5 mDa, and more importantly the isotope line shape profiles (Spectral Accuracy) to greater than 99.0%. This novel calibration method enables these instruments to perform reliable formula ID comparable to expensive high resolution MS instrumentation (CLIPS - Calibrated Line-shape Profile Search). In this poster, we will explore utilizing these technologies to improve library search and unknown compound ID, automate mixture and background correction, and most importantly provide orthogonal metrics to provide more accurate and robust compound ID.

The Solution: A multi-pronged and systematic approach

To improve the accuracy and robustness of GC/MS compound ID, a multi-pronged approach is proposed to mitigate the limitations mentioned previously including:

- Utilize CLIPS formula ID as an orthogonal metric to cross validate the library search
- Automatically flag unresolved chromatographic peaks and interferences using Spectral Accuracy
- Deconvolve unresolved peaks using multivariate methods enabled from TrueCal calibrated profile data
- Perform enhanced EI fragment elucidation on calibrated spectra to ensure spectral integrity and assist in the ID of unknowns not in the MS library
- Enhance current nominal mass library search using accurate mass filters
- Explore the use of fully calibrated accurate mass libraries

CLIPS formula ID and Spectral Accuracy purity confirmation

Calibrate profile mode MS to a defined line-shape gaining 100X in mass accuracy and >99% Spectral Accuracy

Search all formula within accurate mass window and return best matches by Spectral Accuracy

Deconvolve unresolved chromatographic peaks using multivariate analysis

The plot above shows the deconvolution of a complex (7 component) isotope mixture which is chromatographically nearly impossible to resolve. The series of deconvolved spectra are shown under the calibrated mass spectra (red) and can be quantitatively measured below the 1% level (bar graph). The Spectral Accuracy of the complete fit is a direct indication of the accuracy of the analysis.

If a chromatographic peak is flagged as “impure”, the principal component analysis can be used to identify the pure profile data.

EI fragment elucidation is used to further qualify the spectral data and provide assistance to true unknown identification

GC/MS is a powerful tool for compound ID by virtue of the characteristics of the EI fragments. Like MS/MS, the fragments can provide significant insight into the chemical structure of a true unknown (a compound not present in the library). With the ability to use CLIPS to provide accurate formula ID of each fragment, it is possible to calculate the Spectral Accuracy for a logical series of commonly recognized ion fragments derived from the molecular ion. The Spectral Accuracy across all fragments serves as a quantitative evaluation of correctness of the proposed fragments, thus providing insight into the possible molecular structures.

The graph at right shows a fragment analysis based off the molecular ion. The Spectral Accuracy including each and every fragment is calculated across the whole mass range based on the proposed fragment losses (Repeal Units) and provides a quantity and overall quality metric for the proposed fragments or fragment series.
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